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Learning Compact Hash Codes for Multimodal
Representations using Orthogonal Deep
Structure
Daixin Wang, Peng Cui, Mingdong Ou, and Wenwu Zhu, Fellow, IEEE
Abstract—As large-scale multimodal data are ubiquitous in many real-world applications, learning multimodal representations for
efficient retrieval is a fundamental problem. Most existing methods adopt shallow structures to perform multimodal representation
learning. Due to a limitation of learning ability of shallow structures, they fail to capture the correlation of multiple modalities. Recently,
multimodal deep learning was proposed and had proven its superiority in representing multimodal data due to its high nonlinearity.
However, in order to learn compact and accurate representations, how to reduce the redundant information lying in the multimodal
representations and incorporate different complexities of different modalities in the deep models is still an open problem. In order to
address the aforementioned problem, we propose a hashing-based orthogonal deep model to learn accurate and compact multimodal
representations in this paper. The method can better capture the intra-modality and inter-modality correlations to learn accurate
representations. Meanwhile, in order to make the representations compact, the hashing-based model can generate compact hash
codes and the proposed orthogonal structure can reduce the redundant information lying in the codes by imposing orthogonal
regularizer on the weighting matrices. We also theoretically prove that in this case the learned codes are guaranteed to be
approximately orthogonal. Moreover, considering the different characteristics of different modalities, effective representations can be
attained with different number of layers for different modalities. Comprehensive experiments on three real-world datasets demonstrate
a substantial gain of our method on retrieval tasks compared with existing algorithms.
Index Terms—Multimodal hashing, Deep learning, Similarity Search
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I NTRODUCTION

Nowadays, huge volumes of multimodal contents have
been generated on the Internet, such as texts, videos and
images. These multimodal data carry different kinds of
information, and these multimodal information is often
needed to integrate to get comprehensive results in many
real-world applications. For example, image tagging aims
to find relevant tags for images, recommendation systems
aim to find preferred multimodal items (e.g. web posts
with texts and images) for users, and image search aims
to retrieve images for text queries. Among these important
applications, how to learn multimodal representations for
efficient similarity search is a fundamental problem.
As [1] claims, compactness and accuracy are two important factors for good representations. The key problem
for an accurate representation for multimodal data is to
capture the correlation of multiple modalities, because they
can well model the posterior distribution of the observed
multimodal input data. Meanwhile, the key problem for
a compact representation is dependent on the feature dimension and discreteness [2]. Compact representation can
be processed efficiently. To date, many machine learning
•
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methods have been proposed to learn good representations
for multimodal data, such as Support Vector Machine (SVM)
[3], Independent Component Analysis (ICA) [4], Principle
Component Analysis (PCA) [5]. However, most of existing
methods are shallow structures. As [6] proved, correlation
between different modalities exists in the high-level space
and the mapping functions from raw feature space to high
level space are highly nonlinear. Thus, it is difficult for
shallow models to learn such high-level correlation [7] to
get an accurate multimodal representation. Nowadays, deep
learning [8] has been proved to be able to discover highlevel representation for visual [9], textual [10] modality. It
has multiple layers and each layer is always a non-linear
transformation to map low-level features to high level space
[11]. Motivated by it, multimodal deep learning [6] [12] [13]
has been proposed to capture the high-level correlation in
multimodal information. Despite their success in modeling
the posterior distributions of multimodal input data, these
methods all learn high-dimensional real-valued latent features to represent multimodal data. However, faced with
such a large amount of multimodal data, such representations are not compact to perform retrieval task.
To learn compact representations, hashing is an effective
way to reduce the dimension of the representations and
discretize the representations [14]. It maps objects represented by high-dimensional raw features into Hamming space,
where the objects are represented by short binary hash
codes. When retrieving samples, hashing can implement
efficient search by searching for the samples whose hash
codes are within a small Hamming distance of the hash
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codes of the query. In addition, the compact hash codes
can dramatically reduce the storage. Therefore, it is desired
to incorporate deep learning with hashing method to learn
compact and accurate representations for multimodal data.
[15] has proposed a multimodal deep learning scheme to
perform hashing. However, existing works still face the
following challenges. Firstly, there exists redundancy in the
learned representations, which makes the final representation incompact and imprecise and seriously affects the
performance. In shallow structures, it is common to impose
orthogonality constraint on the global dataset to decorrelate
different bits. For deep model, since it is highly non-linear,
its objective function is non-convex, which makes many
local minima in the model parameter space [11]. In order
to alleviate this problem, deep learning often adopts minibatch learning rather than the global dataset to do gradient
descent [16]. But this intrinsically prohibits the possibility
to directly impose orthogonality constraint on the global
dataset. Thus, how to solve the redundancy problem is a
challenging task. Secondly, the performance for retrieval
usually decreases when the representation becomes compact. Therefore, how to make tradeoffs between compactness and accuracy is also challenging. Finally, most of the
previously proposed deep models adopt symmetric structures, with the assumption that different modalities possess
the same complexity. However, it is intuitive visual data has
much larger semantic gap than that of textual data, which
results in different complexities in different modalities. How
to address the imbalanced complexity problem in deep
learning models is also critical for multimodal hashing.
To address the above challenges, we propose a hashingbased orthogonal deep model to learn compact binary codes
for multimodal representations. The model can fully exploit
intra-modality and inter-modality correlations to learn accurate representations. To address the redundancy challenge
lying in the binary codes, we impose orthogonal regularizer
on the weighting matrices of the deep structure, and theoretically prove that in this case the learned representation
is approximately guaranteed to be orthogonal. Then we
optimize the compactness and accuracy together in a unified
model to make a good trade-off between them. Furthermore,
considering different characteristics of different modalities,
the proposed modality-specific structures can learn more
effective representations by assigning different number of
layers for different modalities.
The overall contributions of our paper are listed as
follows:
•

•

•

We propose a novel deep learning framework to
generate compact and accurate hash codes for multimodal data by exploiting both the intra-modality
and inter-modality correlation and incorporating different complexities of different modalities.
We propose a novel method with theoretical basis to
reduce the redundancy in the learned hashing representation by imposing orthogonal regularization on
the weighting parameters.
Experiments on three real-world datasets demonstrate a substantial gain of our model compared to
other state-of-the-art hashing methods.
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R ELATED WORK

There have been many methods focusing on learning representations for multimodal data. [17] demonstrates that incorporating tags or captions with images’ low-level features
can help multiple kernel learning improve the performance
of image classification. Similarly, [18] uses image features
and corresponding textual description to help improve the
performance of SVM. [19] integrates visual features into
LDA and proposes a multimodal LDA to learn representations for textual and visual data. However, these work do
not focus on dealing with the compactness aspect of representations. They mainly generate high-dimensional realvalued features to do classification. To perform retrieval
task, compact representations are very critical. To learn compact representations with little sacrifice on accuracy, hashing
is a widely used method. In general, there are mainly two
different ways for hashing-based similarity search to generate hash codes, i.e. data-independent and data-dependent
ways. The difference between these two methods lies in the
method of generating the hash function.
Data-independent hashing methods often generate random projections as hash functions. Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH) [20] is one of the most well-known representative.
It uses a set of random locality sensitive hash functions to
map examples to hash codes. Along this direction further
improvements like multi-probe LSH [21] [22] are proposed
but the performance is still limited by the random technic.
Unlike these approaches which randomly project the data into Hamming space, data-dependent hashing methods
adopt machine learning method to perform the projection.
Such methods utilize the distribution of data or some supervised information to help improve the retrieval quality.
Spectral Hashing [23] is a representative of machine learning
based hashing. The method assumes data are distributed
uniformly in a hyper-rectangle and uses graph laplacian
for finding optimal hash codes. However, such assumption
is not reasonable in most cases. In [24], the authors use a
deep learning based model to do hashing, called semantic
hashing. [25], [26] follow this idea and extend the multilayer structure to do image search on a large image database.
These two approaches are both unsupervised methods and
make use of the powerful representation ability of deep
learning method. Besides unsupervised hashing, supervised
learning is also adopted in hashing-based methods. For
example, [14] uses latent SVM, [27] adopts kernel method
and [28] implements metric learning based hashing. To
utilize both the labeled information and data’s own distribution, [29] proposes a semi-supervised scheme which can
both minimize the empirical error on the labeled data and
provide effective regularization.
However, most of the above methods are designed
for single modality features. But in the real-world we always need to process information with multiple modalities.
The problem of multimodal hashing is first proposed by
CMSSH [30]. The work treats the mapping procedure as
a binary classification and the function is learnt by using
boosting algorithm. CMSSH shows its superiority compared with single modality hash method. But it only considers the inter-modality correlation and ignores intra-modality
correlation. Some further works focusing on encoding ex-
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Fig. 1: Concept diagram of the our proposed multimodal hashing model.

amples represented by multimodal features are proposed
[31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36]. For example, CVH [37] extends
spectral hashing to multiview and leverages intra-modality
correlation and inter-modality correlation together. PDH
[38] applies max-margin theory to do multimodal hashing. R A HH [39] incorporates heterogeneous relationship
between different modalities to help learn multimodal hash
function. However, these multimodal hash models adopt
shallow-layer structures. It is hard for them to map lowlevel features to a high-level space to capture the correlation
between different modalities.
To capture the correlation between multiple modalities,
a few recent works focusing on multimodal deep learning are proposed. [6] [12] [13] target at learning highdimensional latent features to perform discriminative classification task. [40] [41] apply autoencoder to perform crossmodality retrieval. However, these methods deal with the
different task from our task of learning compact binary
codes for multimodal data. From the angle of targeted
problem, the most related work with ours is [15], which
proposed a multimodal deep learning scheme to perform
hashing. However, in their scheme, it does not consider
the redundant information between different bits of hash
codes. The redundancy in hash codes can badly influence
the performance of similarity search due to the compact
characteristic of hash representations. In addition, they fail
to consider the different complexity of different modalities.
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M ODALITY - SPECIFIC D EEP M ULTIMODAL H ASH -

ING

In this section, we first give an introduction of the multimodal hashing task. Then we define the terms and notation
for our framework and further formulate the problem of
multimodal hashing. Finally, we introduce the corresponding framework of Modality-specific Deep Multimodal Hashing.
3.1

The Introduction of the Multimodal Hashing Task

Firstly, we give a brief introduction of the concept diagram
of our multimodal hashing task as shown in Figure 1.
Without loss of generality, to describe our task we assume
image and text are two modalities. Then in the section of

model formulation and problem soluation, we will extend
our model into multiple modalities.
The input are images with their textual descriptions. The
textual descriptions can be words, sentences or articles. We
first extract the image features and text features for the
image-text pairs. Then a Deep Belief Network is adopted
to do pretraining. After pretraining, an Orthogonal Multimodal Autoencoder is proposed to fine-tune the parameters
of the pretraining phase. After the above two phases, we
get the hash function and we can use it to map examples to
the Hamming space to get corresponded binary hash codes.
Next, we will introduce the model in detail.
3.2

Notation and Problem Statement

The terms and notation of our model are listed in Table 1.
Note that the subscript p represents the p-th modality. The
superscript l denotes the l-th layer.
TABLE 1: Terms and Notation
Symbol
mp
n
m
P
xp
(l)
zp
z
h
(l)
Wp
(l)
bp
(l)
cp
θ
(l)
sp

Definition
number of hidden layers in the p-th pathway
the number of samples
the length of the hash codes
the number of modalities
input of the p-th modality
representations of the l-th hidden layer for the p-th modality
representations of the top joint layer
hash codes
the l-th layer’s weight matrix for the p-th modality
the l-th up-biases for the p-th modality
the l-th down-biases for the p-th modality
(l)
(l) (l)
{Wp , bp , cp }l,p
the number of l-th layer’s units for the p-th modality

Suppose that we have n training examples X from P
modalities. The data of each modalities are represented
by Xp . The main objective is to find a hash function f :
(Rd1 , ..., RdP ) 7→ Hm , where dp is the dimensionality of Xp ,
Hm represents the Hamming space of dimension m. If two
objects o1 and o2 are semantic similar, the hash functions
should satisfy that the distance of hash codes f (o1 ) and
f (o2 ) is small. After learning the hash function, given any
sample denoted as x = {xp }P
p=1 , its corresponding hash
codes h are calculated as h = f (x1 , ..., xP ).
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Fig. 2: Our framework (a) The multimodal DBN in pretraining (b) The multimodal AutoEncoder and the cross-modality
Autoencoder in fine-tuning. They are optimized together. The same color in different bits means they may contain
redundant information.

3.3

The Framework

3.3.1 Pretraining
Due to the high nonlinearity, deep-structured models often
suffer from many local minima in the parameter space. In
order to find a good region of parameter space, we first
adopt pretraining in our multimodal hashing.
As the correlation of multiple modalities exists in the
high-level space, we employ a multimodal Deep Belief
Network (mDBN) as shown in Figure 2(a). The mDBN is
composed of multiple seperate DBNs and a joint Restricted
Boltzmann Machine (RBM). The multiple DBNs, each of
which represents one modality, map individual low-level
features to high-level space and the joint RBM captures the
correlation of multiple modalities.
In detail, every two adjacent layers in a DBN form a
Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) [7] [8]. The RBM is
a bipartite graph between the hidden layer and visible
layer. The visible layer denotes the observed data and the
hidden layer denotes the latent variables that generate the
data. The objective function of the RBM is to maximize the
generative probability of the observed data. For different
input types, we choose different types of RBM, such as basic
RBM [42] for 0,1 vector, Gaussian RBM [43] for real-valued
data, Replicated Softmax RBM [44] for word-count data. For
M
basic RBM, let v = {vi }M
denote the visible
i=1 ∈ {0, 1}
N
units and h = {hj }N
∈
{0,
1}
denote
the hidden units,
j=1
where M denotes the number of visible units, N denotes
the number of hidden units. Its conditional probabilities are
as follows:
X
p(hj = 1|v) =σ(cj +
wij vi )
Xi
(1)
p(vi = 1|h) =σ(bi +
wij hj ),
j

where σ denotes the logistic sigmoid function, wij denotes
the weights between vi and hj , bi and cj denote the bias
terms.
For other types RBM, we can also get similar conditional
probabilities. To learn RBM, exact learning is intractable

[42]. Thus, we adopt 1-step Contrastive Divergence [45]
to do approximate learning of RBM by using the above
conditional probabilities. Then we can go even further to
learn higher level representation by adding more layers on
the RBM to form a DBN. To train the DBN, we adopt the
method of greedy layer-wise training [8].
After using modality-specific DBN to get the high-level
representation for each modality, we cannot use it to get
hash codes directly because different modalities have different bias, making them incomparable across different
modalities. Therefore, to find the common representation,
we add an additional layer on top of the two DBNs, forming
a joint RBM. The conditional probabilities of joint RBM are
defined as:
(m1 )

P (z|z1

(mP )

, ..., zP

)=σ

X

(mp +1)T

(Wp

(mp )

zp

(mp +1)

+ bp

)



1≤p≤P
(m )
P (zp p |z)

(mp +1)T

= σ(Wp

(mp +1)

z + cp

).

Similarly, we apply Contrastive Divergence to train the
joint RBM. Since deep model has many parameters, we
adopt dropout training [46] over the entire network in the
overall pretraining phase to prevent overfitting.
3.3.2

Fine-Tuning

After pretraining, the parameters lie in a good region of the
parameter space which is near the right neighborhood [25].
But it is not optimal. Thus, we do fine-tuning to refine the
parameters by performing local gradient search to move the
parameters to the local optimum.
To learn accurate representations, we need to incorporate both intra-modality and inter-modality correlation to
extract more discriminative information. To preserve the
intra-modality correlation, we unroll the mDBN to form the
multimodal Autoencoder (MAE) as shown in the left part of
Figure 2(b). Given input of multiple modalities, the joint
representation is demanded to reconstruct all modalities.
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The loss function of any pair of input x = {xp }P
p=1 is
defined as follows:

LM AE (x; θ) =

P
1 X
(
kx̂p − xp k22 ),
2 p=1

(2)

P
1 X p
(
kx̂ − xq k22 ),
2 q=1 q

To define the hash function, we first define the represen(l)
tation of the l-th hidden layer zp , 1 ≤ p ≤ P for each
modality, and the joint representation z as follows:

(l)T (l−1)
z(l)
zp
+ b(l)
p = σ(Wp
p ), l = 2, ..., mp
 X

(mp +1)T (mp )
(mp +1)
z =σ
(Wp
zp
+ bp
) ,

where σ(·) is the sigmoid function. Specifically for CAE, we
set the missing modality to zero when calculating Eq. 4.
For the decoder part of CAE or MAE, the representation
is calculated reversely in the following ways.
p)
p +1)
ẑ(m
= σ(Wp(mp +1)T z + c(m
)
p
p

(l+1)

(l+1)T
ẑ(l)
ẑi
p = σ(Wp

x̂p

(2)
= σ(Wp(2)T ẑ(2)
p + cp ).



h = f (x1 , ..., xP ; θ) = I z ≥ δ ∈ {0, 1}m ,

(5)

where I is the indicator function and δ is the threshold.
To obtain a hash function, we need to learn optimal parameters to both preserve intra-modality and inter-modality
correlation. Thus, a straightforward solution to the hash
function is to jointly optimize the MAE and all the pmodality-only CAE together. The formulation to the optimization problem is then proposed as follows:
min
θ

Even if different modalities describe the same object, they
still have different statistical properties in the low-level raw
feature space. The high correlation exists in the high-level
semantic space. Thus, deep-structured models adopt multiple layers to map low-level raw feature space to high-level
space to find such correlation. However, the gap between
low-level feature space to high-level semantic space varies
for different modalities. For example, the gap between visual pixels and object categories is much larger than the gap
between textual words to topics, which means that the visual modality possess higher complexity than text modality.
Therefore, we propose a modality-specific structure on all
of the above models to incorporate different complexities
of different modalities. In particular, we endow the model
with the flexibility of varying the number of layers for
different modalities independently. The experimental results
clearly demonstrate that the optimal solution is achieved
with different number of layers for different modalities.

+ c(l+1)
), l = 2, ..., mp − 1
p

Then the hash function f (·) and hash codes h for input
xi are defined as follows:

p

Modality-specific Structure

(4)

1≤p≤P

(3)

where the superscript p of LCAE denotes the p-modalityonly CAE. x̂pq is the reconstruction of input of q -th modality
xq in p-modality-only CAE. To calculate x̂pq , we set the
missing modality to zero in the joint layer. The specific
mathematical expressions of above notations are defined in
Section 3.3.4.
3.3.3

Hash Function

(1)T
z(1)
xp + b(1)
p = σ(Wp
p )

where x̂p is the reconstruction of xp .
By minimizing the above reconstruction loss function,
the hidden representations can well reconstruct the input
data, which ensures that they maintain the intra-modality
correlation. However if we only maintain the intra-modality
correlation, some units of the joint representation may contain only modality-specific information which is far less
discriminative than the common information. Therefore,
we also need to preserve the inter-modality correlation.
Inspired by [12], we further propose a cross-modality Autoencoder (CAE) as shown in right part of Figure 2(b). In
this model, when only one modality is present and the rest
are absent, the learned representation is still required to be
able to reconstruct all the modalities. In this way, the common information for all modalities is strengthened and the
modality-specific information is weakened, which results in
the effect of capturing the inter-modality correlation.
For our model, since we have P modalities, we can use
any one of the modalities as input to form a CAE. Thus,
there overall exists P CAE. We use p-modality-only CAE
to denote the CAE which only uses the data of the p-th
modality Xp as input. The loss function for p-modality-only
CAE of input x = {xp }P
p=1 is defined as follows:

LpCAE (x; θ) =

3.3.4

L1 (X; θ) =

n
P
X
1X
λp LpCAE ) + µLreg ,
(LM AE +
n i=1
p=1

where Lreg is an L2-norm regularizer term of the weight
matrix which is defined as follows:

Lreg

P mp +1
1 X X
= (
kWp(l) k2F ).
2 p=1 l=1

(6)

The equation can decrease the magnitude of the weights
and is commonly used to prevent overfitting [47].
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O RTHOGONAL R EGULARIZED D EEP STRUC -

TURE FOR LEARNING COMPACT REPRESENTATIONS

Above section mainly maintains the discriminability aspect
of the representations. But it is not enough for good representations. We should also take compactness into account.
Especially for hash representation learning, compactness is
a critical criterion to guarantee its performance in efficient
similarity search. Given a certain small length of binary
codes, the redundancy existing between different bits would
badly affect the performance of compact representations. By
removing the redundancy, we can either incorporate more
information in the same length of binary codes, or shorten
the binary codes while maintaining the same amount of
information. Therefore, we propose the following Orthogonal Regularized Deep Structure to alleviate the redundancy
problem to learn compact representations.
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4.1

Formulation

To alleviate the redundancy problem lying in different bits,
we impose the orthogonality constraints to decorrelate different bits. Since H is non-negative as is shown in Eq. 5, we
first transform H to H̃ = 2H − 1. In this way, any element
in H̃ is either −1 or 1. Then we formulate the problem as
the following objective function:
min
θ

s.t.

L1 (X; θ) =

1
n

n
X

(LM AE +

P
X

λp LpCAE ) + µLreg

(7)

p=1

i=1

1 T
H̃ · H̃ = I.
n

The above objective function is a hard problem in two
aspects. Firstly, the value of H̃ is discrete, which makes H̃
non-differentiable. To solve it, we follow [23] to remove the
discrete constraint. Secondly, the orthogonality constraint
constrains the hash codes of the global dataset. However,
mini-batch training is commonly adopted for deep learning.
Thus, it prevents us directly solving the optimization problem which constrains on the global dataset. To solve this,
we provide the following two lemmas to help transform the
objective function.
Lemma 4.1. Suppose Z = σ(W X T ), if X ,W are orthogonal
matrix. Then the matrix Z̃ = 2Z − 1 retains orthogonality.

on the weighting matrices instead of the hash bits, which
significantly facilitate the optimization process. Therefore,
we propose the following new objective function:
min

L1

s.t.

Wp(l) · Wp(l) = I,

θ

T

(m +1)
Wp p

·

,1 ≤ p ≤ P

l = 1, ..., mp + 1

(m +1)T
Wq q

1 ≤ p, q ≤ P,

= 0,

(8)

p 6= q. (9)

Inspired by [29], the hard orthogonality constraints may
reduce the quality. Thus, instead of imposing hard orthogonality constraints, we add penalty terms on the objective
function and propose the following final overall objective
function:
min
θ

L(X; θ) = L1 +

p +1
P m
X
X

T

αlp kWp(l) Wp(l) − Ik2F

p=1 l=1

+

X

(mp +1)

βp,q kWp

(mq +1)T

· Wq

(10)
k2F .

p,q

By minimizing the above objective function, the joint
representations can not only preserve the intra-modality
and inter-modality correlation by minimizing the reconstruction error of MAE and CAE, but we also alleviate the
redundancy problem lying in different bits. In this case, the
learned representations are both compact and accurate.

Proof. The one-order Taylor Series of Z at X = 0 is:

Z ≈ Z(0) +
=

∂Z(0) T
X
∂X

4.2 Solution
We adopt back-propagation on Eq. 10 to fine-tune the pa(m +1)
rameters. We calculate the derivative of Wp p
as an
1
example :

1 1
+ W XT .
2 4

Therefore, Z̃ = 2Z − 1 = 12 W X T .
T

T

Z̃ · Z̃ ∝ XW W X

Lemma 4.2. Suppose H = σ(

P

T

∝ I.

Wp XpT ). If Xp ,Wp are orthogonal

p

matrices, WpT Wq = 0 (p 6= q), then the matrix H̃ = 2H − 1 satisfies
H̃ T · H̃ ∝ I .
Proof. The one-order Taylor Series of H at Xp = 0 is:
X ∂
H ≈ H(0, 0) + (
XpT )H(0, 0)
∂Xp
p
1
1 X
= + (
Wp XpT ).
2
4 p
Therefore, H̃ = 2H − 1 = 12 (
H̃ T · H̃ ∝

X
p

P

Wp XpT ).

p

Xp WpT Wp XpT +

X

Xp WpT Wq XqT

p,q,p6=q

∂kWpT Wp − Ik2F X
∂kWp WqT k2F
∂L1
∂L
p
=
+ αm
+
βp,q
.
p +1
∂Wp
∂Wp
∂Wp
∂Wp
q
(11)

The calculation of the first term is the same as most basic
autoencoders. The second and third terms are calculated as
follows:
∂tr[(WpT Wp − I)T (WpT Wp − I)]
∂kWpT Wp − Ik2F
=
∂Wp
∂Wp
T
= 4 × (Wp Wp − I)Wp .
∂kWp WqT k2F
∂Wp

=

∂tr[(Wp WqT )T (Wp WqT )]
∂Wp

(12)

= 2Wp WqT Wq

The update of other parameters follows a similar way.
The fine-tuning algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1.
After finishing training all of the parameters, we can use
Eq.5 to derive representations for any samples. We use the
median value of all the training samples as the threshold δ
to perform binarization and generate hash codes.

∝ I.

4.3
Under the assumption that input Xp are orthogonal
[29], if we impose the orthogonality constraints on each
layer’s weight matrix as shown in Eq.8, the Lemma 4.1
(m )
guarantees that the representations zp p are approximately
orthogonal. If we further impose the constraint of Eq. 9,
the Lemma 4.2 guarantees the orthogonality of the hash
codes. Thus we can impose the orthogonal regularization

Complexity Analysis

The overall complexity is composed of training complexity
and online testing complexity. For testing complexity, the
calculation of the hash codes can be performed using a few
matrix multiplications, which is fast and is linear with the
(mp +1)

1. Here, for simplicity, Wp
Wp and Wq , p 6= q

(mq +1)

and Wq

is simply denoted as
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Algorithm 1 Fine-tuning

{Xp }P
p=1 ,

Input: X =
θ;
Output: New Parameters: θ
1: repeat
P
2:
for batch B = {Bp }P
p=1 in {Xp }p=1 do
p
3:
Apply Eq.3 to get LCAE (B; θ).
4:
Apply Eq.2 to get LM AE (B; θ).
5:
Apply Eq.10 to get L(B; θ)
6:
Use ∂L(B; θ)/∂θ to back-propagate through the
entire network to get new θ
7:
end for
8: until converge

number of query data and irrelevant with the size of training
data [24].
For pretraining, we suppose that each RBM is pretrained
for k1 epochs. Thus, the computational cost of updating the
weights and bias for the l-th RBM in the p-th modality’s
(l) (l+1) 
pathway is O nk1 (sp sp
) . The cost is similar for other
layers or for other pathway. For fine-tuning with k2 epochs,
the process is almost the same. Then the overall training
complexity is:
O n(k1 + k2 ) ·

X
1≤p≤P

(

mp
X

(mp +1)

(l+1)
s(l)
+ m · sp
p sp


) .

l=1

Therefore, the training time complexity is linear to the
size of the training data. These complexities guarantee the
good scalability of our method.

5

EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we conduct experiments on real-world
datasets to evaluate the performance of our method. We
use image and text as multimodal data. And we define that
the index of the image modality is 1 and the index of the
text modality is 2. We first introduce the three real-world
multimodal datasets. Then we introduce the experiment
settings, evaluation metric and baselines we adopt. Finally
we compare our method with other baseline and report the
results. For the sake of simplicity, we use DMHOR (Deep
Multimodal Hashing with Orthogonal Regularization) to
represent our method.
5.1

Dataset

In our work, three real-world datasets are used for evaluation.
WIKI Dataset is a web document dataset, which has
2,866 documents from Wikipedia provided by [48]. Each
document is accompanied by an image and is labelled by
one of the ten semantic classes. Two documents are regarded
as similar if they share the common class. The images are
represented by 128-dimensional SIFT descriptors vectors,
which are used as the image features. For text features,
we use the probability distributions over 100 topics derived
from a latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) model [49] as the
text feature vectors. 80% of the dataset is chosen for training
set and the rest is for test set. The training set is used as the
database set due to the limited samples in this dataset.

PASCAL [50] contains 1000 images which are randomly
selected from 2008 PASCAL development kit. Each image
is accompanied by five sentences, which can be used as the
corresponded text data. These image-text pairs are labeled
by 20 categories, each of which has 50 image-text pairs.
These categories are used as the ground-truth. If two pairs
share the common category, they are regarded to be similar.
The images are represented by 512-dimensional GIST features. For text features, we use the probability distributions
over 128 topics derived from a LDA model as the text feature
vectors. 900 samples are chosen for training and the left 100
samples are for test. The training set is also adopted as the
database set due to the limited samples in the dataset.
NUS-WIDE [51] is a web image dataset, which has
269,648 images from Flickr. These images are surrounded
by some tags, with a total of 5,018 unique tags. In addition,
ground-truth for 81 concepts in total is provided and each
image is labelled by at least one concept. If two samples
share at least one common concept, they are regarded to
be similar in our experiment. We only consider images and
their surrounding tags belonging to 10 largest concepts in
our experiment. We randomly generate 3 sets of data. Each
set contains 30,000 images as training set, 2,000 images
as test set and 100,000 images as database set. For image
features, We use 500-dimensional bag of words based on
SIFT descriptors [52]. For text features, since some tags occur
scarcely, we only consider the most 1,000 frequent tags and
we use 1000-dimensional tag occurence vectors.
These three datasets not only fit our task of multimodal
similarity search very much, but also have different properties, which can comprehensively prove the properties of the
method. For example, the text modality of the three datasets
are documents, sentences and tags. The size of the dataset
ranges from 1k to 100k and the categories range from 10 to
20.
5.2

Experiment Settings

For the three datasets, our model consists of a 6-layer image
pathway, a 4-layer text pathway and a joint RBM. The
number of units in each layer is summarized in Table 2. The
RBMs for the first layer are different and corresponded with
the types of input. In NUS-WIDE, since the image input is
real-valued and the text input is binary, the RBM for image
input is Gaussian RBM and for text is Bernoulli RBM. In
WIKI, the input of both modalities is real-valued, thus the
RBMs for image and text input are both Gaussian RBMs. In
PASCAL, since the image input is word-count vectors and
the text input is real-valued, the RBM for image input is
Replicated Softmax RBM and for text is Gaussian RBM. The
RBMs for other layer are all Bernoulli RBMs.
TABLE 2: Number of Units in each layer
Dataset
WIKI
PASCAL
NUS-WIDE

Image Pathway
100-256-128-64-32-32
100-256-128-64-32-32
500-512-256-128-64-32

Text Pathway
100-256-128-32
100-256-128-64
1000-1024-512-128

We divide the whole dataset into small batches, each of
which contains 100 samples. During the pretraining phase,
each RBM is pretrained for 300 epochs. When updating the
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weights and bias, the learning rate is 0.1, momentum starts
at a value of 0.5 and is increased to 0.9 after 30 epochs.
The weights are initialized by drawing from a normal
distribution whose expectation is 0 and variance is 0.01.
The bias terms are all initialized with zero vectors. When
fine-tuning, we use gradient descents on each small batch
for 200 epochs with three line searches performed. When
performing binarization, we use the median value as the
threshold to get the hash codes. The hyper-parameters of λ1 ,
λ2 and µ are set as 0.5, 0.5 and 0.001 by using grid search.
The value of α1,2 , βl1 and βl2 are discussed later. We run
experiments implemented by Matlab on a machine running
Windows Server with 12 2.39GHz cores, 192 GB memory.
5.3

Evaluation Metrics

Our task focuses on the multi-source retrieval, which is
defined in [36]. Given a query represented by multiple
modalities in test set T , we will find the relevant items in
the database D. Let ∆i (j) be 1 if the i-th query and the j th entity in database D are in the same class, otherwise be
0. Dis(i, j) is the Hamming Distance between hash codes
of the i-th item in T and the j -th item in D. Then after
defining the threshold d, if the distance of two pairs is not
larger than the threshold d, they are predicted to be similar
by our model. Then we can compare our results with the
ground-truth to evaluate the effectiveness of the method. In
our experiment, we use precision, recall and Mean Average
Precision (MAP) as evaluation metrics. The metrics can be
defined as follows:
•

precision-recall curve is a metric to evaluate the global
performance of a method. The precision and recall
within Hamming distance d are:
| {(i, j) | Dis(i, j) ≤ d, i ∈ T, j ∈ D, ∆i (j) = 1} |
| {(i, j) | Dis(i, j) ≤ d, i ∈ T, j ∈ D} |
| {(i, j) | Dis(i, j) ≤ d, i ∈ T, j ∈ E, ∆i (j) = 1} |
.
Re(d) =
| {(i, j) | i ∈ T, j ∈ D, ∆i (j) = 1} |
P r(d) =

•

Then we change the threshold distance d to record
the corresponding precision and recall to get the precision-recall curve.
Mean Average Precision (MAP) has good discrimination and stability and it is mainly a metric to
evaluate the performance of ranking. It is calculated
as follows:
P
j P @j(i) · ∆i (j)
AP (i) =
| {j | j ∈ D, ∆i (j) = 1} |
P
i∈T AP (i)
M AP =
,
|T |
where the P @j(i) is defined as follows:
Given a query, we sort the items in database according to the Hamming distance between the items and
query. If some items have equal Hamming distance,
they are sorted randomly. index(i) is the index in the
sorted database of the i-th item. P @k for query i can
be calculated as follows:

P @k(i) =

| {j | index(j) ≤ k, j ∈ D, ∆i (j) = 1} |
.
k

5.4

Baseline Methods

To evaluate the effectiveness of the representations generated by our method, we adopt the following methods as
baseline.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Anchor-Graph Hashing (AGH) [53] proposes a
graph-based hashing method to automatically capture the neighborhood structure inherent in the data
to learn hash codes.
Iterative Quantization Hashing (ITQ) [54] generates
the hash function through minimizing the quantization error of mapping single modality data to the
vertices of hypercube
Cross View Hashing (CVH) [37] extends spectral
hashing to multiview to learn the hash function to
do cross-view similarity search.
Predictable Dual-View Hashing (PDH) [38] represents the distribution of samples by non-orthogonal
bases and employs a max-margin formulation to
learn hash function to do cross-modality similarity
search.
Composite Hashing with Multiple Information
Sources (CHMIS) [31] integrates multiple information sources to get hash codes by adjusting weights
for each individual modalities to get a better performance.
Deep Multiview Hashing (DMVH) [15] proposes
a deep network, where each layer contains viewspecific and shared hidden units, to do multimodal
hashing.
B IMODAL -DBN [6] proposes a multimodal Deep Belief Network to connect multiple modalities to learn
representation for multimodal data.
B IMODAL -AE [12] proposes a multimodal Deep Autoencoder incorporating with a cross-modality autoencoder to learn multimodal representations.
Correspondence Autoencoder (C ORR -AE) [41] proposes a correspondence autoencoder to correlate hidden representations of two uni-modal autoencoders
to solve the problem of cross-modal retrieval.
Multimodal Stacked Autoencoder (MSAE) [55] uses
stacked autoencoder to map multimodal objects into
a common space to do cross-modality retrieval.

Note that AGH and ITQ are hashing for single modality
input. Thus, we concatenate data of multiple modalities
as the input to make a fair comparison. CVH, PDH and
CHMIS are multimodal hashing using shallow models.
They are adopted as baselines because comparing with
them can comprehensively prove the effectiveness of our
deep models under the hashing scenario. B IMODAL -DBN,
B IMODAL -AE, C ORR -AE and MSAE are deep models for
multimodal data. But they are not specially designed for
generating compact hash codes. We binarize the representations generated by them to make binary hash codes. Note
that DMVH is multimodal hashing using deep models.
It is a supervised method in fine-tuning. Therefore, we
apply multimodal autoencoder in this phase to make a fair
comparison. In addition, all the deep models adopt dropout
to make fair comparisons.
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Fig. 3: Precision-recall curve for WIKI, PASCAL and NUS-WIDE dataset, with a fixed bit number of 16.

5.5

Results

In this section, we compare the performance of hash codes
generated by different algorithms when given both image
and corresponding text information during training and
testing. We run each algorithms five times and report the
following average results.
First of all, in all datasets we vary the the number of
hash bits in {8, 16, 32, 64, 128} to see the MAP of different
algorithms on three datasets, as the Table 3 shows.
From these comparison results, some observations and
analysis are included as follows:
•

•

•

In most cases, the deep-structured models can consistently and obviously outperform other shallowstructured models, which demonstrates that the multimodal correlations cannot be well captured by
shallow-structured models, and deep models have
much merit in this aspect due to their intrinsic nonlinearity.
When the length of codes increases, the performance
of our method improves much more than that of
other baseline methods. For example, when length
increases from 8 to 128, MAP of DMHOR on WIKI
increases almost by 0.2, which is far more than other
baselines. The reason is that our methods well reduce
the redundant information, thus it can make use of
the increasing bits to represent useful information.
The result shows that DMHOR outperforms other
methods more in WIKI and Pascal than the improvements in NUS-WIDE. The reasons are manifold. Some reasons can be that WIKI provides articles
and Pascal provides sentences, which can provide
much more information than that of NUS-WIDE,
which only provides tags. Other reasons can be that
the image quality in WIKI and Pascal is better, and
DMHOR can extract more visual information in high
quality visual data.

By fixing the length of hash codes to 16, we further
report the precision-recall curve. The curve on WIKI dataset
is shown in Figure 3(a), on PASCAL is shown in Figure
3(b) and on NUS-WIDE dataset is shown in Figure 3(c).
From the figure, it is clear that DMHOR shows the best
performance.
Performing binarization on real-valued representations
to generate binary hash codes will loss some information.

TABLE 3: MAP on three datasets with varing length of hash
codes
Algorithm
DMHOR
B IMODAL -AE
B IMODAL -DBN
DMVH
C ORR -AE
MSAE
CHMIS
CVH
PDH
ITQ
AGH

8 bit
0.3424
0.306
0.2695
0.2847
0.2321
0.2216
0.2171
0.17
0.1618
0.3042
0.3069

(a) WIKI
16 bit
0.489
0.4122
0.3727
0.3543
0.3073
0.2837
0.2672
0.1649
0.1602
0.418
0.3777

32 bit
0.5268
0.4478
0.4035
0.3960
0.3135
0.3037
0.2697
0.1824
0.2532
0.4147
0.36

64 bit
0.5281
0.4423
0.4087
0.3915
0.2848
0.3118
0.2474
0.1405
0.1829
0.3930
0.3148

128 bit
0.5304
0.4221
0.4067
0.3824
0.2525
0.2890
0.2293
0.1358
0.1837
0.3927
0.2866

Algorithm
DMHOR
B IMODAL -AE
B IMODAL -DBN
DMVH
C ORR -AE
MSAE
CHMIS
CVH
PDH
ITQ
AGH

8 bit
0.2595
0.2305
0.1606
0.1580
0.1569
0.1490
0.1418
0.0818
0.1134
0.0857
0.0975

(b) Pascal
16 bit
0.3919
0.2852
0.1872
0.2515
0.2159
0.1726
0.1744
0.0912
0.1283
0.0871
0.1271

32 bit
0.4694
0.3219
0.223
0.3203
0.2508
0.2206
0.1712
0.1165
0.1575
0.1232
0.1405

64 bit
0.4632
0.3333
0.2702
0.3365
0.2585
0.2578
0.1351
0.1435
0.1766
0.1498
0.1377

128 bit
0.4677
0.3324
0.2669
0.3291
0.2602
0.2312
0.1233
0.1426
0.1838
0.1594
0.1351

Algorithm
DMHOR
B IMODAL -AE
B IMODAL -DBN
DMVH
C ORR -AE
MSAE
CHMIS
CVH
PDH
ITQ
AGH

(c)
8 bit
0.5472
0.5314
0.5252
0.5211
0.5023
0.5001
0.5199
0.5088
0.5164
0.4964
0.495

NUS-WIDE
16 bit
32 bit
0.5618 0.5791
0.5476 0.5508
0.5392 0.5386
0.5288 0.5336
0.5078 0.5169
0.5081 0.5113
0.5288 0.5294
0.4961 0.4868
0.5169 0.5223
0.4917 0.4953
0.4931 0.4894

64 bit
0.5809
0.5511
0.5409
0.5351
0.5160
0.5092
0.5009
0.4789
0.5247
0.4959
0.4866

128 bit
0.5805
0.5482
0.5392
0.5355
0.5118
0.5077
0.5016
0.4769
0.5242
0.4980
0.4840

Therefore, to comprehensively prove the binary representations generated by our methods are effective, we also need
to compare them with real-valued representations generated
by baseline methods. Since B IMODAL -AE performs best
among all the baseline methods, we compare the binary
representations generated by our hash method with the real-
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TABLE 4: MAP and Time comparisons for DMHOR and Real-Bimodal-AE on WIKI dataset. The value of the time includes
the time cost for retrieving the overall 693 queries. The training time unit is millisecond. The test time unit is second

DMHOR
R EAL -B IMODAL -AE

8 bit
0.3215
0.2642

16 bit
0.4732
0.3937

MAP
32 bit
0.5171
0.4716

64 bit
0.5232
0.4729

128 bit
0.5251
0.4731

valued representations generated by B IMODAL -AE, denoted
as R EAL -B IMODAL -AE. Besides, considering that BimodalAE does not adopt dropout, we do not use dropout in
DMHOR to fairly compare the representations generated by
them. In addition, we also report the training and retrieval
efficiency of DMHOR and R EAL -B IMODAL -AE. The results
are shown in Table 4. From the results, we can get the
following observations and analysis.
•

•

•

Although our representations perform binarization, our method still gains a substantial improvements over real-valued representations learned by
B IMODAL -AE. Thus, the representations learned by
our methods are effective.
In terms of the time cost of training, our method
spends less time. Furthermore, for the time cost of
online retrieval, our method takes nearly one tenth
of the time to perform retrieval for a query compared with the real-valued representations learned
by R EAL -B IMODAL -AE. The reason for it is that the
representations of our method are binary.
From the results, we can use only 16-bit binary
representations of DMHOR to achieve the performance of 128-bit real-valued representations of
R EAL -B IMODAL -AE. In this way, we can save a lot
of time and space in real-world applications but still
get satisfied performance.

Therefore, even though comparing with real-valued representations, the binary representations generated by our
method are still more effective and far more efficient.
Finally, we show some concrete examples on three
datasets to compare our DMHOR method with the best
baseline method B IMODAL -AE. For the same query, we
report the top five retrieved results of DMHOR and
B IMODAL -AE. The result is shown in Figure 4. From the
result, it is obvious that our method performs better than the
baseline methods. Furthermore, even though some images
retrieved by our method and baseline methods are relevant
to the query, it is intuitive that images retrieved by our
method are more relevant. For example, as shown in Figure
4(c), the query is belonging to the building category and the
scene of the query image is in the evening. All the results
of our method depict the buildings at nightfall or in the
evening. But the third image retrieved by the B IMODAL -AE
is the buildings in the daytime. Thus, our method can extract
more relevant factors and return highly relevant retrieved
results for the retrieval task.
5.6

Observations

Here we will give some insights about our proposed methods. Firstly, we will evaluate how the orthogonality constraints we proposed affects the performance. In Eq. 10, we

8 bit
209.8/464
325.41/3068

T RAINING T IME (s) / Q UERY T IME (ms)
16 bit
32 bit
64 bit
210.1/487
218.4/533
221.9/563
327.6/3450 334.1/4080 340.13/5571

128 bit
229.9/675
350.4/6016

fix the values of αl2 to be 0.5 from l = 1 to 4 and change
the value of αl1 and γp,q to observe the change of MAP for
WIKI. All of the parameters are optimally chosen.
In Table 5, Exp1 (Exp10) and Exp9 (Exp 18) impose orthogonality constraints on all the weight matrices as shown
in Eq. 8, but Exp9 (Exp18) does not impose cross-modality
constraints as shown in Eq. 9. From Exp2 to Exp8, we
gradually remove the orthogonality constraints from low
layer to high layer. From Exp11 to Exp17, we gradually
remove the orthogonality constraints from high layer to low
layer. From the results of Table 5, we can make the following
observations and anaylsis:
•

•

•

The result that Exp1 outperforms Exp2 to Exp8 and
Exp10 outperforms Exp11 to Exp17 demonstrates the
effectiveness of the orthogonality constraints on each
layer’s matrix.
The result that Exp1 outperforms Exp9 demonstrates
that the cross-modality constraint is necessary and
effective.
The result shows that from Exp1 to Exp8 the performance decreases more and more and from Exp10
to Exp17 the performance decreases less and less.
It indicates that the orthogonality constraint of the
higher layer is more important to the improvements
of performance than that of lower layer. The reason
for it can be that the higher layer has less number
of bits. Thus, reducing the redundant information of
the higher layer will be more valuable.

0.55

image
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Method
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Fig. 5: MAP on WIKI by fixing the number of layers of
one modality to 4 and varing the number of layers of
another modality. The result shows text modality becomes
top earlier than image modality.
Now we evaluate how the number of layers affects
the performance. We change the number of layers of one
modality and set the number of another modality to 4 layers.
The result is shown in Figure 5. From the results, we find
that the curve of text modality stabilizes faster than that
of image modality. The explanation is that image features
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TABLE 5: MAP on WIKI with varying orthogonality constraints with 16-bit codes
α61

Exp1
Exp2
Exp3
Exp4
Exp5
Exp6
Exp7
Exp8
Exp9

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0
0
0.5

α51
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0
0
0
0.5

α41
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0
0
0
0
0.5

α31
0.5
0.5
0.5
0
0
0
0
0
0.5

α21
2
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
2

α11
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5

β1,2
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0
0

MAP
0.489
0.485
0.478
0.467
0.45
0.429
0.391
0.378
0.475

have larger semantic gap, thus we need to assign more
layers to attain a better performance. However, for text
modality, the structure needs not to be very deep otherwise
it will waste time and space to train the structure but obtain
almost the same performance. Therefore, we need to assign
an appropriate number of layers for different modalities. 4
layers for text modality and 6 layers for image modality is
optimal for us.

Exp10
Exp11
Exp12
Exp13
Exp14
Exp15
Exp16
Exp17
Exp18

[6]
[7]
[8]
[9]
[10]
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CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose a hashing-based orthogonal deep
model to learn compact binary codes for multimodal representations. The model can well capture the intra-modality
and inter-modality correlation to make the codes accurate. Moreover, the proposed orthogonal regularized deep
structure solves the redundancy problem, which makes the
representation compact. We optimize the compactness and
discriminability together in a unified model to make a
good trade-off between them in the learned representations.
Furthermore, the proposed modality-specific structure of
applying different numbers of layers to different modalities
makes an effective representation and compact learning
process. Experimental results demonstrate a substantial gain
of our method compared with baseline methods on three
widely used public datasets.
For future work, we will aim to design intelligent strategy to automatically determining the ideal number of layers
for different modalities. In this case, it will save a lot of
time for humans to find the optimal number of layers for
different modalities.
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Internationally this species is considered "least concern" from a
conservation standpoint as of 2008. Most monitored stocks of
humpback whales have rebounded well since the end of the
commercial whaling era. However, the species is considered
endangered in some countries…
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A plane maneuvers at low altitude over the river.
A red airplane flying over a white and gray harbor scene.
A red plane is banking over a shipyard.
A stunt plane flies low over water.
Red airplane in flight on a cloudy day.
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Fig. 4: Concrete examples on three datasets using our DMHOR method and the best baseline method B IMODAL -AE.
In each dataset, the query image and its corresponding text description are shown in the first line. Retrieved images
of DMHOR are shown in the second line. Retrieved images of the baseline B IMODAL -AE are shown in the last line.
Irrelevant images with the query are with red bounding box. The categories in WIKI, PASCAL and NUS-WIDE are
biology, aeroplane and buildings respectively.

